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Energy Savings & Safety, Too!
. . . from line-to-load

Saving money on electric power usyou when making these judgage has become routine. As the famous
ments. Recently, we were able
Jimmy Durante used to say, “Everybody
to reduce the horsepower on a
wants to get into the act!” It’s interesting
series of drives from 10 to 7-1/2
to recall that in 1973, when the fuel emby changing gears (pun inbargo was in effect, you
tended).
couldn’t give away energy
Adjustable
Every electrical
efficient motors. Even
frequency drives
connection over time
though, we at that time, as
(AFD’s or VFD’s)
will become hot!
we can today, clearly demfurther affect the
onstrate that spending $1000 to replace
issue. Savings are literally reperfectly good units with energy efficient
markable but require competent
ones, get your $5000 back the same day.
application to maximize your
If you think that’s impossible, have us do
investments.
A Typical electrical equipment box that is not so typical. (See page 6)
a payback analysis for you. Ask your
Switching gears (oops, anLongo salesperson about it!
other pun!) for a moment, the
furthering the problem With stranded
As time moves on, other issues catch
assumption in all the above is that the job
conductors, the materials work and heat
our attention, including other items in a
is finished when new equipment is inincreases.
power train. This relates to the efficiency
stalled . . . not so! Every electrical conSo what! These things, left unadof a connected gearbox, pump, fan, etc. In
nection, over time, due to its resistance,
dressed,
result in failures and/or fires.
this issue, we address the combined effiwill become hot due to current flow and
Today,
with
modern infrared sensing
ciency of drive systems which equals the
its resistance. Recall with us the basic
equipment,
we
are able to detect these
product of the successive devices, i.e.,
rule:
problems
and
“nip
them in the bud” bethey get multiplied. Given that efficienPower (watts) = (Amperes)2 x Resistance
fore
they
become
destructive.
A comcies are always less than one (1.00), you
plete
service
to
handle
these
issues
is now
can more likely relate to it (more inside).
Power, in this case, is heat. Heat
available
from
LONGO
under
the
You really ought not to be concerned,
oxidizes and the rest is history. Too,
banner.
except to deal with professionals to assist
connections become loose over time,

“Switching Gears”
Can Cut Your Energy Costs
When trying to improve overall sys-

by six, 2 HP,

tem efficiency, most people initially look

poly phase in-

to the electric motor. And while it is true

duction mo-

that switching to an energy efficient mo-

tors mounted

tor is a smart investment in most cases,

to worm gear

this is only part of the overall efficiency

reducers with

equation.

40:1 ratios.

Most conveyor OEM’s have long

The efficiency

standardized on worm gear reducers due

of the worm

to their low initial cost, long service life

reducers is

and ability to withstand high overloads.

67%.

However, one of the drawbacks of worm

motor is oper-

gear reducers is their relatively low effi-

ating at full

ciency, especially at ratings below 20:1.

load and has a

Take, for example, a constant speed

Each

nominal efficiency of 82%.

ing this type of solution, significant sav-

belt conveyor system. The conveyor op-

In our example you can see that an

ings will be obtained by reducing kilowatt

erates 4,000 hours per year and is driven

obvious candidate for replacement with a

consumption since the motors would be

more efficient product is the worm gear

operating at less than 3/4 load. In fact, the

reducer (see Figure 1). While

efficiency of induction motors actually

a few points of efficiency can

increases slightly when operating at 75

be gained from using a more

percent load!

energy efficient motor, much

However, it is the role of the PT/MC

more can be realized from us-

distributor to educate customers that spend-

ing a more efficient reducer

ing numerous man-hours of labor chang-

combined with the original

ing from one product to another could

motor.

quickly eat up any potential energy sav-

Much has been written

ings. Changing from a right angle worm

about replacing worm gear re-

gear to an in-line helical reducer in this

ducers with their much more

instance might also be questionable in its

efficient cousins, in-line heli-

true cost savings, since implementation of

cal reducers. Making this

this product change would necessitate a

change would not only offer

fair bit of re-work to the existing conveyor

energy savings from higher

system.

reducer efficiency, but also
the opportunity to reduce
motor horsepower.
Clearly, by implement2

Other Options
Right angle worm and in-line helical
are the two most common types of gearing

However, there are other types of gearing

the right performance characteristics while

sheet steel coating line. Based on the

maximizing efficiency.

customer’s calculations and actual power

which should be considered and may pro-

In the case of our conveyor example,

requirements he had chosen 10 HP, 1800

vide a better overall solution. The PT/MC

the configuration and average overload

RPM motors and 15:1 ratio right angle

distributor recommending a change in the

capability of the in-line helical reducer

worm double shaft gear reducers for a 117

type of gearing on any piece of equipment

may not make it the best choice, even

RPM final output speed. The calculations

must not only be concerned with effi-

though it offers the highest efficiency (see

were based on a typical motor efficiency

ciency, but other factors such as:

figure 1). A better choice may be a helical-

of 72%, total efficiency 60.4%.

• Initial cost

worm reducer, which offers only slightly

Longo sales prevailed on the cus-

• Repairability

lower efficiency than the in-line helical

tomer to look at the Reliance XE pre-

• Ease of installation

while preserving the configuration and

mium efficient motor and the Lenze

• Availability

overload capability of the original worm

helical-bevel type 14.4:1 right angle re-

• Ability to withstand overload

reducer.

ducer. The efficiency of this package,

A comparison of total yearly energy

motor 90.2% reducer 94%, yielded a to-

• Expected life

costs reveals that only a small portion of

tal efficiency of 84.7%. Accordingly, the

The chart in figure 2 shows that chang-

the potential energy savings has been com-

customer was able to go to 7.5 HP lower-

ing the type of reducer involves making a

promised (see figure 3). However, the

ing both initial and operating costs. Af-

number of trade-offs between these at-

energy savings compared to the original

ter having received the order, we had the

tributes.

product are quite dramatic and will more

components brought together at Whar-

than justify the increased cost of the heli-

ton for assembly and a final coat of

cal-worm gear reducer.

Reliance blue-green paint The drives

conditions

The goal is to choose a reducer with

The ability to make similar intelligent choices for us-

have started up and are running flawlessly.

ers make PT/MC distributors
an invaluable resource. These
professionals can help determine the most cost efficient

Article by:
Brian Schmitz
Emerson Gearing,
Division of Emerson Electric
Company

solution for any application.
Utilizing their expertise will
help to evaluate total energy
consumption and the best op-

LONGO
Electrical-Mechanical, Inc.

. . .the Source!

tions for your operation.
Longo recently com-

Wharton - Linden, NJ
New York City, NY

pleted shipment of four Reliance GV3000 variable frequency drives, complete with
motors and reducers for a
3
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today in the industrial marketplace.

VFD Drive Technology Can
Save Over 30% In Energy Costs
The evolution of AC drive technol-

This has led to significantly advanced ca-

America in 1995 is slightly over $600

ogy has seen many changes in a relatively

pabilities from the ease of programmabil-

million. Of that, 36%, or approximately

small time frame. If we look back just 15

ity to expanded diagnostics. The two most

$225 million, was spent on fan and pump

years ago, the reputation of AC drives as

significant benefits from the evolution in

applications.

a reliable and cost effective method of

technology have been that of cost and

Experience has shown that premium

variable speed control was poor at best.

reliability, in addition to the significant

efficiency motors can deliver 2-8% en-

The technology offered consisted mainly

reduction in physical size.

ergy savings over standard efficiency mo-

of analog controls and SCR (Silicon Con-

Now that AC variable speed drives

tors. However, the potential for energy

trolled Rectifier) power devices. The AC

have become so accepted into the indus-

savings by applying VFD’s can exceed 30

products on the market at that time, for the

trial market, the potential for retrofits and

percent based upon several variables.

most part, were physically large, expen-

new installations remains very high. The

These variables are the original design

sive and unreliable.

growth and demand for AC drives in North

philosophy of the pump or fan system,

America continues at a double digit pace,

flow modulation method, duty cycle and

But in recent years, the technology of

and is expected to
continue well into the
21st century.

AC variable frequency drives (VFD) has

electricity cost.
When looking to apply VFD control
to an existing pump, a basic overview of

The requirement

the application should be investigated. If

to reduce the need for

the original design philosophy was set for

additional electrical

the worst case maximum flow condition

generating stations

in a future requirement, or if the original

has created a benefit

designer used a typical 20% oversizing

to the consumer in the

criteria, there is a great potential for en-

form of demand side

ergy savings. However, if there have been

management. Utility

expansions, and near full flow require-

rebates provide an

ments are already in use, the potential

excellent opportunity

savings may be limited. Proper evalua-

to upgrade and maxi-

tion is critical to accessing and correctly

mize efficiencies at

applying VFDs.

minimal, or, in some

Energy savings also depends on the

cases, virtually no cost to the industrial

pump system’s curve. A centrifugal pump

user.

operates at the intersection of its Head-

evolved into highly sophisticated digital

The applications with the greatest

Capacity Curve and the Systems Head

microprocessor control, along with high

amount of energy savings are still cen-

Curve. The Total System Head is com-

switching frequency IGBTs (Insulated

trifugal pumps and fans. It is estimated

prised of three components: 1) Static Head

Gate Bi Polar Transistors) power devices.

that the total market for AC drives in North
4

(Hs), 2) Pressure Head (Hp), and 3) Fric

nation of motor starters, less stress on the
AC motor windings and bearings, and a
decrease in stress and wear on the pump or
fan itself. This all equates to a smoother,
longer lasting and more efficient operation process.
Equal to the advancement of VFD
technology is the role today’s power transmission/motion control distributors play
in providing not only the VFD, but proper
application knowledge as well. Great
strides have been made by local power
transmission/motion control distributors
to provide application start-up and troubleshooting assistance. All of these make
distributors your primary source for investigating and providing cost effective
tion Head (Hf); refer to Figure 1.

(Refer to Figure 1). If valve restriction is

The Static Head component is the

the method of flow control, operation

elevation difference between the liquid

moves from D to P2 as the valve is closed.

level on the suction side of the pump and

If the speed of the motor is varied, the

the point of liquid discharge. It is fixed in

pump curve shifts with each new speed,

a system and does not vary with flow. The

intersecting the system curve at the corre-

Pressure Head is established by the appli-

sponding flow point.

of flow.

Article by:
Matt O'Kane,
Control Technique Drives,
Division of Emerson Electric
Company

The power savings for operating point
A1 over P1 is 17.8 KW (Refer to figure 2).

The Friction Head in a system is com-

If the cost of electricity is $.06 per KWH,

promised of all losses in the system (i.e.

and the system operates for 1,000 hours at

friction through piping, valves, fittings

4,000 GPM, the savings utilizing an VFD,

and pump entry and exit losses). It is flow

is $1,068. If the flow is 3,000 GPM for

dependent, and will vary as the flow

1,000 hours, the savings is $2,376. As you

through the system increases or decreases,

can see, the savings can be significant

or as additional restrictions occur.

over the life of the installation.

Typically, when selecting a pump for

Additional benefits which are readily

a VFD retrofit, a design point is chosen

seen include: the reduction and/or elimi5
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cation or process and is also independent

energy saving solutions.

Another efficient and cost effective way to help you maintain
your equipment by LONGO

Thermographic Imaging of your
Electrical System . . . an integral part of
our new
Service!

Typical Applications are:
POWER GENERATION
Hydro-Thermal-Nuclear

3. Can you name the basketball Hall of
Famer who did not play football in
college, yet was drafted by the Cleveland
Browns in 1962?
4. Can you name the round in which the
Green bay Packers drafted Bart Starr of
Alabama in 1955?

ANSWERS:

Over 50 Years of
“Service Through Knowledge”

This black and white infra-red image indicates
two things: the center fuse clip and conductor
are “cold” indicating very little current flow;
the right arrow shows a very loose fuse clip
with a fire being imminent. Note the comparison
on the scale at right.

“You bet I'll check out
your web site -

www.longo-ind.com
Got it, thanks!”

POWER DISTRIBUTION
Transmission-Switchyards
Substations- Distribution
INDUSTRIAL USERS
Process-Manufacturing
COMMERCIAL USERS
Office buildings-Banks
Schools-Hospitals-Other
Our Thermographic Inspections are
performed by Certified thermographers
using state-of-the-art, high resolution,
imaging systems.

2. Which NBA team drafted Dan
Callandrillo of Seton Hall?

e?????
r
o
m
w
o
n
k
Want to
Schedule a survey for your facility!
Call Trudy Giordano at
973-537-0400, Ext. 733

E-mail us: lesco@longo-ind.com.
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®

• Wharton Corporate Center
Wharton, NJ 07885
(973) 537-0400
(973) 537-0404 Fax
• Repair & Field Service
(973) 537-0400 Press “1”
(973) 537-0420 Fax
• All Equipment Sales
(973) 537-0400 Press “2”
(973) 537-0410 Fax
• LESCO
(973) 537-0400 Press “3”
(973) 537-0415 Fax
• Linden Facility
Linden, NJ 07036
(908) 925-2900
(908) 925-9427 Fax
• New York Facility
NY, NY 10011
(212) 929-7128
(212) 633-9534 Fax
• Web Site
www.longo-ind.com
• E-Mail
info@longo-ind.com

“WE ADDRESS
THE CAUSE
AS WELL AS
THE EFFECT”®
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Electrical applications, where benefits can be achieved, represent an enormous list of equipment and processes.
Virtually every component from generation through to low voltage electronic
boards can, and should, be inspected.

1. During Joe DiMaggio's 56-game
hitting streak, how many of his hits were
singles and how many runs did he score?

1. He had 56 singles and scored 56 runs.
2. The Houston Rockets drafted Callandrillo in the eighth round of the
1982 draft.
3. John Havlicek.
4. Starr lasted until the 17th round.

One of the most effective types of
electrical predictive maintenance is Thermographic Imaging (Infrared Inspection).
Whether inspecting a breaker panel in a
building or connections on a transformer,
the principle is the same. As the resistance
to the flow of current increases, the temperature goes up. If left unchecked, the
temperature will continue to rise until
failure occurs. It could well be catastrophic with an explosion and /or fire.
Thermographic imaging allows you to
“see” the temperature “hot spots”. This
will assist in the decision of either fixing
the problem in short order or continuing to
monitor it until such time that it is possible
to shut down the operation with the least
inconvenience to your system (s).

SPORTS QUIZ

